REGISTER IN ALEKS

Students need access to ALEKS by our first lab class meeting before completing the Initial Knowledge Check during lab class. Extensions will not be granted to those who miss assignment deadlines due to not having registered for ALEKS.

- Go to our Canvas site for MAC 1140 and click on the Modules link on the homepage.
- Locate and click on the ALEKS external learning tool link listed at the top of the ALEKS Module.
- Click on "load ALEKS in a new window".
- Agree to the Terms of Use and click Get Started.
- Click on the ALEKS product button.
  - For a new ALEKS user, choose the option **No, I have never used ALEKS before.** Click Continue.
  - If you are an existing ALEKS user at this institution, select Yes, I have an ALEKS login name.
  - The ALEKS Placement Exam is a different platform from the ALEKS system we use in class.
- On the Registration screen, enter in all required information, agree to the Terms of Use, and click Continue.
- Your registration is now complete. Click Continue.
- Once you click into your course you will experience the Tools Tutorial and briefs on navigational screens. Then, you will be brought to your Initial Knowledge Check.
- You will complete the Initial Knowledge Check in our first lab class.